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Vments Overview - Introductory Narrative 
Doing Nothing is Not An Option: 
Financial Industry Disruption and Transformation 
 
Digital technology is rapidly changing the way customers presume to interact with their 
financial institution and their finances. Smaller financial institutions (FIs) are under 
extreme pressure to retain their customer base and be relevant to their digital habits in 
order to compete against new market entrants and expanding coverage of larger 
competitors. 
 
Doing nothing is not an option unless small to medium FI’s want to shrink or eventually 
go out of business  
 
Some relevant history:  
 

• Only one company that was listed in the Dow Jones Industrial Index in 1896 has 
survived the market...GE - Why? Because it has kept transforming itself.   

• Kodak and the entire film industry was replaced by digital photography 
• Netflix disrupted and replaced Blockbuster, the one-time innovative brand, along 

with the entire movie rental business.  
• Uber and Airbnb redefined and are disrupting incumbent taxi and hospitality 

industries. 
• GMAC changed the lending model and putting it into local dealers so people walk 

away with the car instead of waiting 3-5 days for a bank to approve and settle a 
loan 

 
Digital currency and digital data transactions are at the heart of today’s competitive 
transformation in banking and financial services. Blockchain functional innovations are 
changing the rules and the competitive landscape.  
 
To put the disruption into perspective, small or community banks have little choice but to 
engage with digital alternatives such as our VmentsTM ecosystem solutions and services 
if they want to retain and expand their customer base as well as reduce their cost 
infrastructure and increase their valuations. Associated objectives are to speed 
transaction settlements, and reduce transaction fraud, chargebacks, and other risks. 
New frontier opportunities follow these digital transformations such as new big data uses, 
new operating models, and new online and mobile marketplaces that can span beyond 
the bank’s current reaches. 
 
As an example of doing nothing; community banks with less than $10B in assets made 
circa >75% of all consumer loans in 1990 (Credit: SNL Financial). However that value 
had dramatically reduced to less than 10% of the market in 2015, and it continues to be 
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eroded with new market entrants and the larger banks having overtaken much of that 
business. 
 
Regarding the technology challenges; traditional smaller and even some larger FI's have 
always been behind the curve when it comes to technology.  The majority of FIs still run 
core systems that are archaic. Many still use systems from the1960s/1970s which result 
in a culture of patching newer technologies on top of these aging platforms so that they 
can deliver anticipated online and mobile experiences.  
 
So the reality is that innovation is lacking. Investments are focused on maintenance 
rather than on consumers, which lead to revenue growth and acquisition. These 
incumbents are confronted by more nimble and cost advantaged competitors while being 
weighed down by this legacy baggage 
 
From a customer-centric point of view, these incumbent FIs are limited by inhibited 
flexibility and responsiveness when providing products and services through their digital 
delivery models. These constraints will continue to impact their profitability. 
 
More importantly, current research data (MIT/Capgemini) shows that digitally 
transformed businesses outperform their peers in every industry and have a higher 
profitability level by 26% vs. "old school" laggards that have had a reduction in 
profitability of 24%. They also generate 9% more revenue growth and have a 12% higher 
market valuations. 
 
VmentsTM offers the solutions for business processes in the digital transactions space to 
bring innovation that drives costs and risks down and increases efficiencies while 
opening up opportunities for bringing new customers and solidifying the existing 
customer base through cross referral and product sales.  
 
VmentsTM facilitates and enables banks to expand through merchant ATM and teller-
equivalent functionality. This new transformation becomes a true omni-channel that 
extends beyond the existing branches and online/mobile banking. The transformation 
also allows the banks to leverage their branch fixed assets into locations that offer 
more than just banking services, shorten teller lines, and speed up any teller 
transactions initiated by the self service terminals and kiosks similar to the user 
experience in retail self service environments.  
 
The challenges are at the current core and existing product and service contracts. 
VmentsTM helps FIs with a roadmap to transform legacy in-house and contract 
relationships to a new platform to begin supplementing and eventually decommissioning 
these legacy systems.   
 
The transformation process is accomplished by interfacing with existing systems, where 
our expertise and experience in systems integration and legacy platforms provides a 
bridge to enable introducing the new while beginning to phase out the old with 
transformed replacements. 
 
At some point, legacy accounts and supported systems will no longer be needed as they 
are replaced by the VmentsTM ecosystem’s integrated equivalent and enhanced 
functionality. VmentsTM can initially integrate with current accounts and online and mobile 
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banking. Ultimately the ecosystem and portal will allow customer portals and wallets to 
access all of their existing and new accounts across banks and currencies where they 
can transact from and across all of these. 
 
Small to medium size FIs come onboard as VmentsTM partners to provide broader 
consortium level collaborative strategic planning and results. Customers of the banks on-
boarded to the ecosystem can authorize other banks in the network to access their KYC 
information already in the ecosystem in order to onboard new accounts with them. 
VmentsTM flexible AML monitoring and trigger controls can supplement and eventually 
replace existing AML compliance requirements. VmentsTM can open new opportunities 
for participating banks to share branch and agent network services for all customers in 
the ecosystem to do their banking anywhere. 
 
How do these banks solve the short-term hump they need to hurdle with a corresponding 
short term ROI and longer-term strategic stance against the rapidly changing landscape 
around them? 
 
Solving the short-term hump involves lowering infrastructure costs and initiating new 
incremental revenue opportunities within 12-24 months. 
 
These short-term initiatives pave the way along the VmentsTM roadmap for long-term 
growth and continued competitive innovation through our VmentsTM Enterprise Digital 
Banking (EDB) Core Platform and Ecosystem. The key to the VmentsTM ecosystem is 
that it becomes a tightly integrated and flexible/customizable platform. It includes a 
patent pending blueprint and roadmap to help banks explore a complete system and 
business transformation at their own pace and their prioritized use cases. 
 
Let's not forget how digital transformation can provide a multiple to a bank’s valuation 
which is currently primarily based on its existing assets. With VmentsTM in place, the 
assets can include more easily integrated systems and innovations that provide valuable 
intangible increases to the bank’s overall valuation. When you tack on participation in 
new VmentsTM marketplaces, transformations to new operating and economic models, 
and big data uses, then the valuations can be multiplied. 
 
VmentsTM is Banking into the Future. What is in store for your future? 
	


